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Hello, my name is Kristina Colladay.  I began studying at the Penn State Wilkes-Barre Campus in Lehman, 
PA and I graduated from University Park in May, 2007.   
 
Physics and math were intriguing since I was young, but my initial intentions were to major in music.  
There were few courses at the Wilkes-Barre campus leading to this degree, therefore I decided to take 
the math and science courses offered there.  I intended to use these courses as electives or towards a 
minor and affiliating with the music department when I transferred to main campus after my second 
year.  Professor Winter, Professor of Physics at the Wilkes-Barre campus, taught me several advanced 
courses by private study, recommended me for the Lockheed Martin WISE scholarship and the Physics 
Award, and inspired my interests in physics; I decided to apply to the physics department at main 
campus for the general option in physics.  I attended the Wilkes-Barre campus during my freshman and 
sophomore years and the University Park main campus during my junior and senior years.    
 

In summary of my extracurricular undergraduate activities, I began as a physics and math tutor in the fall 
of my sophomore year, and during the summer of my sophomore year after receiving the Physics 
Award, I began research under Prof. Winter.  Throughout the summer of my junior year, I participated in 
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REUs) in Atomic, Molecular and Optical physics with Prof. 
O’Hara’s group at main campus.  During the fall of my senior year, I began research in the math 
department at the Pritchard laboratory under Prof. Belmonte, an extraordinary project adviser and 
mentor to me, and continued that research under the Women in Mathematics award during the spring 
semester.  Also during my senior fall semester, I was a TA for the Department of Women’s Studies.  
Under the WISE scholarship, I helped organize a Graduate Women in Science (GWIS) meeting and I 
mentored a female high school student interested in science.  I was a member of the Society of Physics 
Students (SPS) during my junior and senior years.  Furthermore, in my senior year I enjoyed taking 
courses in the School of Music along with private lessons, and I played saxophone semi-professionally in 
a few music groups throughout Pennsylvania.     
 

Preparation for my career after Penn State began before graduation during the spring semester of my 
senior year when I applied to a summer internship at NASA and for a full-time research position at the 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, DC.  I was introduced to these opportunities from Prof. 
Robinett’s email distributions to the physics majors.  Moreover, I was given the opportunity to work full 
time for one year in the superconductivity group within the physics department at Penn State main 
campus after graduation.  This opportunity was introduced to me over conversation with professors and  



 
 
through demonstrating interest and research skills in phys 457w.  Slightly before graduation, I was 
accepted to the NASA Academy to research Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) under Dr. Mark Christl in the 
Cosmic Rays group at the National Space Science and Technology Center (NSSTC), and concurrently I 
interviewed for work at NRL.  During the summer, I attended the NASA Academy at Marshall Space 
Flight Center (MSFC) with research at the NSSTC, and the following fall I began contracted work in DC as 
a full-time Research Physicist within the Optical Sciences Division at NRL.  In 2008, I began part-time 
graduate studies in Applied Physics at the Johns Hopkins University in addition to full-time research at 
NRL.  I chose applied physics because it was related to my work at NRL, one-third of tuition was 
reimbursable (later, it increased to potentially one-half through a corporate merger), and the courses 
were offered in the evenings outside of typical work hours.  In the spring of 2011, I graduated with a MS 
degree from the Johns Hopkins University, and in the fall of 2011, I began full-time graduate studies in 
Applied Physics at Cornell University.         
 
In general, my undergraduate education in physics at Penn State has prepared me with an 
understanding of fundamental physical concepts and a scientific methodology that can be used in the 
broad number of challenges presented in daily, on-the-job research and in graduate work.  The 
undergraduate research experiences have provided me with a deeper understanding of specific areas in 
physics and with a network of mentors wherein I seek invaluable advice and help.  My short-term career 
plan is to obtain a PhD in Physics or Applied Physics and in the long term to use these skills in areas 
ranging from academia to industry, including entrepreneurial work!  
 
 


